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"Incredible amount of detail about all those kickers from the past, including an appendix with
comprehensive model-year information." WoodenBoat "This book is the one to buy if you are
interested in collecting antique outboard motors." Boating
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in
a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I
remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve
years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting
to the public." -an excerpt
Marine Rudders and Control Surfaces guides naval architects from the first principles of the
physics of control surface operation, to the use of experimental and empirical data and applied
computational fluid dynamic modelling of rudders and control surfaces. The empirical and
theoretical methods applied to control surface design are described in depth and their use
explained through application to particular cases. The design procedures are complemented
with a number of worked practical examples of rudder and control surface design. • The only
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text dedicated to marine control surface design • Provides experimental, theoretical and
applied design information valuable for practising engineers, designers and students •
Accompanied by an online extensive experimental database together with software for
theoretical predictions and design development

High speed catamaran and multihull high speed marine vessel have become very
popular in the last two decades. The catamaran has become the vessel of choice for
the majority of high speed ferry operators worldwide. There have been significant
advances in structural materials, and structural design has been combined with higher
power density and fuel efficient engines to deliver ferries of increasing size. The
multihull has proven itself to be a suitable configuration for active power projection
across oceans as well as for coastal patrol and protection, operating at high speedd for
insertion or retrieval with a low energy capability. At present there is no easily
accessible material covering the combination of hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, and
design issues including structures, powering and propulsion for these vehicles.
Coverage in High Speed Catamarans and Multihulls includes an introduction to the
history, evolution, and development of catamarans, followed by a theoretical calculation
of wave resistance in shallow and deep water, as well as the drag components of the
multihull. A discussion of vessel concept design describing design characteristics,
empirical regression for determination of principal dimensions in preliminary design,
general arrangement, and methods is also included. The book concludes with a
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discussion of experimental future vehicles currently in development including the small
waterplane twin hull vessels, wave piercing catamarans, planing catamarans, tunnel
planing catamarans and other multihull vessels.
Air Lubrication and Air Cavity Technology is a major development that has emerged in
recent years as a means to reduce resistance and powering for many types of ships,
and an efficient design for high speed marine vessels. This book introduces the
mechanisms for boundary layer drag reduction and concepts studied in early research
work. Air bubble and sheet lubrication for displacement vessels is outlined and the key
projects introduced. Generation of low volume flow air cavities under the hull of
displacement, semi displacement and planing vessels are introduced together with
theoretical and empirical analysis and design methods. Resistance reduction, power
reduction and fuel efficiency are covered for both displacement and high speed vessels.
Air layer and air cavity effects on vessel static and dynamic stability are covered, linked
to regulatory requirements such as IMO. Seaway motions and reduced impact load of
high speed craft in waves are discussed including model test results. Integration of
propulsion systems for optimum powering is summarized. A design proposal for a wave
piercing air cavity craft is included in an appendix. A comprehensive listing of document
resources and internet locations is provided for further research.
I have physical scars from past surgeries, however, I have emotional scars as well. They were
buried deep inside (hidden). It wasn't until my mother died was I able to "catch my breath" and
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to make sense of or process the emotional pain I had endured due to her prescription drug
addiction, resulting in my own addictions.
“Titanic meets Tom Clancy technology” in this national-bestselling account of the SS Central
America’s wreckage and discovery (People). September 1875. With nearly six hundred
passengers returning from the California Gold Rush, the side-wheel steamer SS Central
America encountered a violent storm and sank two hundred miles off the Carolina coast. More
than four hundred lives and twenty-one tons of gold were lost. It was a tragedy lost in legend
for more than a century—until a brilliant young engineer named Tommy Thompson set out to
find the wreck. Driven by scientific curiosity and resentful of the term “treasure hunt,”
Thompson searched the deep-ocean floor using historical accounts, cutting-edge sonar
technology, and an underwater robot of his own design. Navigating greedy investors, impatient
crewmembers, and a competing salvage team, Thompson finally located the wreck in 1989
and sailed into Norfolk with her recovered treasure: gold coins, bars, nuggets, and dust, plus
steamer trunks filled with period clothes, newspapers, books, and journals. A great American
adventure story, Ship of Gold in the Deep Blue Sea is also a fascinating account of the
science, technology, and engineering that opened Earth’s final frontier, providing “whiteknuckle reading, as exciting as anything . . . in The Perfect Storm” (Los Angeles Times Book
Review). “A complex, bittersweet history of two centuries of American entrepreneurship, linked
by the mad quest for gold.” —Entertainment Weekly “A ripping true tale of danger and
discovery at sea.” —The Washington Post “What a yarn! . . . If you sign on for the cruise, go in
knowing that you’re going to miss meals and a lot of sleep.” —Newsweek
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